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lntervisitation Proposal Rallies • • • 
by GARY REE.D · Fathn Al Biachoff of Xavier'• 
"lt appeara that thinp might get Campus Miniatry team also 
blo~ all out ?~ PJ"?portion ~n our addressed the group. He told 
p~, lntervur1tation Ch~mnan students to evaluate the program in 
Mike Coffey told a gathenng of terms of whether it would make 
several hundred students at an "life at this university more 
afternoon rally M~nday, November Christian and more life-life." 
institute the proposed 
lntervisitation program. 
Student Body Vice President 
John Coyne told the crowd that he 
was not sure that "Christian 
values are the answer." 
21. . . 
"You know and I know that "If there is any greater proof that 
The rally had been called by Intervisitatio'n is a fact 'some Christian values not translatable 
student leader~ to di~cuss progress nights at this university," into ~~~rial !es~lutions," said \ 
made to date m their attempts to declared the priest. Coyne, Its Xavier. 
win an Intervisitation program for . 
Xavier Other speakers debated whether "Your room is where you live " 
· · the gathering was a "rally" or a Coyne continued. "If they can U:n 
.. We want the full force an~ "demonstration," and whether you when to come and when to go, 
support of the student body, Christian values should or should and who you can have there and 
Coffey told the crowd. not play a role in the decision to who you can't, they're telling you 
how to live." 
Mik_; Coffey O·.) ·addresses recent intervisitation rally held in 
fron( of Bellarmine. 
... 
Students gatlier in front of the chapel to hear the views of 
those for and against the lntervisitatlon proposal. 
. . 
• • • As Senate Tackles Drug Abuse 
by DENNY KIN.G 
' Mr. Shearer, Dean of Student 
Affairs was on hand at last 
Monday's Student Senate meeting 
where he was questioned 
concerning a recent Welfare Board 
decision to suspend three students 
for the use of drugs in the dorm. 
The discussion was the result of 
Drew McLandrich's proposal the 
previous week to discuss the use of 
drugs in the dorm and the stand 
which the Welfare Board would 
take with the offenders. · 
Dean Shearer pointed out th~t it nothing. We're now working to 
was necessary to keep some of the make the reporting of drugs uses 
secrecy in the Board's proceedings more consistent so that we can deal 
in order to protect the students with the problem more 
involved. realistically.'' 
It was also pointed out that there He added that a committee to be 
seemed to be a gross inconsistency headed by John Mooney would 
with the dealings as well as the ·soon be set up to handle the drug 
reporting of incidents involving problem from an educational view-
drugs. point. He stressed tqat this was not 
"You're naturally going to find a committee which· would take a 
this in working with proctors.'' said stand against drugs but rather one 
Shearer. "Some by their nature which would look at both sides as 
would be inclined to report almost ·an educational exercise for all 
everything and others almost students. (Continued on page 4) 
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Stude?ts Pae'k Theatre· ~, .f ~ 
For N1eporte Address -l; 
Nieporte announced that the J° 
. XU .Players to Present. 
~"Potpourri' This Week 
Special Feature 
by BOB HERRING until 2:00 a.m. with provisions for ', 
University Center would be open ,.; i:~ 
Tension was_ in the air when - " 
Father Nieporte gave his State of In an appeal for moderation from~~:'. _i ~ 
private study in the Terrace Room. I: .,, · 
·the University address to an the university community ·he .: •. ;· 
overflowing . _crowd in the issued a plea for faculty, students, ·· 1 · 
Unive;sity Theatre Monday, and administrators to "listen not 
November 23. Many students and only with the ears but with the 
faculty came to the address mind and with the heart." and 
expecting to hear major policy urged them to "get the facts 
by MARY HAYES 
The Xavier University Players 
will present three student 
produced, directed and acted plays 
the first two weekends in 
December. The plays, chosen by 
the executive committee of the X.U. 
announcements and left· without fanaticism, get perspective . 
disappointed. without distortion, have 
. convictions without dogma, ... 
Students responded . with .have respect without subservience, 
applause. when Fathe~ Ni,~porte ·and to create leadership and 
began his address saying, I am exercise leadership without 
not the ~sident (of Xavier)" and demogogary." 
emphasized that he . was . 
colunteered for the position. . Student . services ~as an area 
. Father Nieporte raised several Quoting from ~e catalogue he questions about: · - ' 
attempted to establish a framework . · · - · ; ·. . . 
Letter fro'!' a Client 
Dear Father Buschmann: 
Upon discussion with various members of Student 
Government, we have decided at this time not to lend our support 
to the November 22nd Open House at Xavier. 
Some of the principle reasons in our thinking include the facts 
that many students at Xavier feel that the University is not 
providing them adequate services and, at times, actual 
disservices in such areas as academics, social life, and a healthy 
intellectual environment in which to learn .. This feeling is so 
strong that we cannot possibly, in good conscience,.induce,others 
to enter such an unhealthy environment. Many o{ ua;feel that to. 
do so would be quite hypocrticial in consideration of our present 
attitude toward Xavier. 
Players, are I'm Herbert, The Boor 
and Bringing it all Back Home. 
J'm Herbert, taken from You 
Know I can't Hear You When The 
Water's Running, is directed by 
Tom Witte. Greg Hudson and Mary 
Therese Baehner play the senile . 
couple who find it diffcult to 
remember the sequence of their 
.lives,__ . . . . 
The Boor, by Chekov, is directed 
by Gary McGurk. Linda McGurk 
plays Popov, the passoniate young 
widow and Rick Holben is 
Smirnoss, her opposite. I van the 
servant is played by Jerry Metz. 
Bringing it All Back- Home, a 
contemporary play by Terrance 
McNally, ends the evening. Greg 
Hudson directs, with the daughter 
Susy played by Kathy Labanz; her 
younger brother Johnny, is done by 
Tom Witte; the other brother £ 
Jimmy, who is brought back home 
from Viet Nam, is played by Rick 
Holben. Gloria Pritchard is the 
mother, Denny Horton the father, 
and Shirly Browns the young, 
. for his speech: "The University "Are we going to rat~ tuition to 
strives to foster conditions support the student s.el'Vlces? Do.we 
favorable for .. intellectual need all those that are bemg 
leadership . . . ideals are promoted . pr~gra~~ and finan~ed by the 
by curricular and co-curricular university. Are we getting from all 
activities that contribute to the these services the benefit 
intellectual, the religious, the proportional. to the . expense?" 
moral, and the physical Th~e .q~estions ~~re .hnked to the 
enrichment of its students.'' possibility of a tuition increase. 
But he offered no definite The convocation was then 
statement on the issues on campus opened to questions, . and the 
this semester: the Intervisitation students res~nded VJ~o~ousJy. 
Proposal, the future of inter· Loaded qu.e~t1ons pretammg to 
collegiate athletics, the rumor of an stude1_lt actJV1sm, the death of the 
increase in tuition, and the problem deb~tm~ team, etc. added. to the 
Secondly, we do not wish to enhance some popular thinking on 
campus which views Student Government as merely an 
organization which builds floats for Homecoming and provides 
baby sitters for high school students on a day of Open House. It 
appears to us that the only time Student Government is 
contacted concerning University affairs is when different 
administrative areas of the university consider tasks trivial and 
unimportant enough for Student Government to handle. 
·militant newcaster. Denny Horton, 
Tom Witte, Gloria Pritchard and 
Kathy Labanz were in Half A 
Sixpence, the last XUP production. 
with the library. tension m the theatre. . 
The only definite response was· Father Ni.e~orte .~referred .to ca~! 
regarding the problem with the ~tudent. activism. student mput. 
lack of study facilities. Father What is need~ is true honest-to· 
·.==--------------. God leadership amongst the 
NOTICE 
student body, amongst faculty, 
amonst the administration ... " 
One student raised the question 
of the students' place in the 
university. Father Nieporte 
responded: "We've had a little 
hassle ·on that . . . the term that 
come up recently and I don't know 
if I go 100% for it, but it does lean in· 
Any students who are plan· 
ning to run for office on the 
University Senate may obtain 
petitions in the Student 
Council office any time after 
today. the right direction it seems to me. 
-------------... The tenn·"junior partnen." 
Another point we have in mind is one which was voiced by· 
several Trustee members at a recent Student Government 
meeting, that being, that students are only clients of the 
University and do not possess full membership or status in the 
University community. This being the case, I might point out to 
you that clients, by nature, are to be served and not to provide 
services. 
I feel badly about our decision concerning the Open House, but 
I believe our stand is both valid and justified. Unless the present 
situation at Xavier is greatly altered in the near future, I do not 
foresee the possibility of us providing these or any similar 
services. 
If you have any comments or inquiries concerning our decision, 
please feel free to contact me at any time .. 
Sincerely yours, 
Mark W. Thiron 
President 
Student Government 
Seta to Address · 
Psychology Club 
Guest sl>eaker Mr. Nick Seta and 
a field trip and outing to Longview 
State Hospital with the children of 
Ward 10 will highlight the 
activities of Xavier's Psychology 
Club for the month of December. 
Mr. Seta will speak at the 
· December 2 meeting. , 
Throughout the first semester the 
Psychology Club was presented 
various programs for its members. 
Highlighting the programs thus 
far were Dr. Michael Truman, 
M.D., a psychiatrist from the 
Cincinnati area and Dr. David 
Hellkamp, Chairman of the 
Cincinnati Psychology Aaaociation. 
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PllWilh9d....., dlriq lht .._.,.... fDlll& dufns _.._ad •. ,....,...,. ,..w. bJ lawilr Unl~ Hamil •. c-- Mr. Heleringer: 
The Flock 
£¥11111ae, CiMinalli, Ohio •UDT. IMO"',..... · · · . ' . · ' · After reading your recent article in the Xavier News, I was greatly 
.. 
_1a;;;;;;....,.~;;;;;•;.;:•:;;n;;;11;;,•.;-..;:::..=-=-=-0et=::::....,=..;:•·,:•Ml:=,,::lt;.:dle::.:Pllll=-.,::Ollal=:.:ol:.:::&dv=="'::.;·Ohle;:;:·=.=•:•..:ilie::.:Act::_:t1:,:Mllda~~l..!l"'-=· .;.· _..;,_.J disturbed. Your article referred to the 7:30 "FolkMass" as the "biggest 
,. . throughback to Vaudville since Benny Youngman." You stated that 
The University in Crisis 
you, and everyone else, could not personally communicate with God. 
According to you, the "FolkMaee" had no meaning. According to you. 
The purpose of any mass is to bring the attendants closer to God. If one 
person benefits from the "FolkMase" then its being is justified and 
Xavier University is in the midst of a 
crisis. If Xavier is to be here in 1975 there 
are many questions that will have to be 
answered soon. This crisis permeates 
every aspect of the university including 
academics, finances, social life and 
university governance. Through 
insightful and intelligent discussion 
opinions can be formed and hopefully 
solutions·found. · ' 
regarding the University Senate - we should be continued. Do not generalize and say that no one can 
fear that it will be simply a super· communicate with God or benefit from this service. For, I am sure that 
. committee and that it will tie up progress. some people do find meaning in the "FolkMass." 
Much more crucial than seat allotment on Your accusation that Father Bischoff should go back to the seminary 
this new organ is selections of the new to restudy hie "b~sic t~ai.ning" repulsed me. You, Mr. ~eleringer, should 
restudy your basic trammg. You state that the mass is the most sacred 
trustee members. Two, perhaps three, · aspect of your religion, yet you ,advocate making a farce out of a 
members have already been selected, and "funeral for a Communist." Did not God say to love your neighbor? 
by the middle of the second semester· as Also, it is a priest's job to help his people understand their religion and 
many • six new lay trustee members fin~ mean~ng in it. ~. co~end Father Bischoff and Father Klein for 
may also be added. These men will have their devotion to the flock. 
Dennis Downey final say on all major decisions. They will 
This is the State of the University, al!' determine whether this university 
we see it. survives the next decade. 
No area is more crucial than the Recognizing this, Student Government 
academic sphere. We agree with former leaders should have asked for a veto over Editor: 
Boycott Monsanto 
Editor-in-Chief Bill Barko's final selection of trustees, not an ephemeral The University of Florida campus sits along the northwest edge of 
editorial: "If there is any area in which super-committee nay-say over· trustee ·Escambia Bay, which empties into the.Gulf of Mexico at Pensacola, 
students have a right to demand the best, decisions. Student Government does not Florida. So far this year, Escambia Bay has suffered over 60 major fish 
't · · th d • alm u kills, each one of close to or more than .a million fish - food fish, sport 1 1s in e ~ca emic re . have the support of the student body. fish, 'commercial fish', you name it. 
Two chief concerns here are core- · Student Government · leaders' time is These kills have been traced t0 industries and municipalities just 
curriculum re-evaluation and faculty generally consumed with advanced high north of and on the bay, which have been using the Escambia River 
evaluation. The core curriculuin needs to school rhetoric and running socials. What and the bay for a dump. One such industry is Monsanto Co., which, as 
be studied with an eye toward revamping Student Government must realize is that of January, 1970, was dumping into the river,, and the bay, the 
philosophy and theology requirements. the university is not a democracy. Further following wastes: 
Other changes are needed to strengthen democratization of the university will not 10,000 lbs/day 5 day biological oxygen demand 
the History and Political science answer problems. It will create some new 3•900 lbs/day total organic carbon 1,875 lbs/day TKN 
department, t.o raise the Communications. ones. But "s~dent input" is still crucial. 1,331 lbs/day nitrite nitrogen 
Arts department above its present very In an effort to generate discussion we 1,104 lbs/day ammonia nitrogen & nitrite 
low level, and to broaden the base of will present editorials explaining our· 421 lbs/day total phosphate 
appeal of the Classical Languages stances on these issues. Since our 264 lbs/day orthophosphate 
department. positions will be tempered by reader One of Monsanto's most advertized and ecologically deleterious 
products is Altro Turf, an artificial grass; some of ita othfft' products are 
Any changes made in the core response, we encourage readers to share Arochlor (1250) compounds and herbicides. Because our public officials 
curriculum will be made in view of budget with us their views on these critical have been tragically slow to respond, and because citizen initiated 
limitations and limitations in faculty issues. Reader-input will be essential in 'pollution control' legislation is being succeeaively weakened and 
potential. Therefore, we urge careful use the editorials.~Academics will lead off thii stifled, and will have only moderate 'success' if ever paued, we have 
of the proposed faculty evaluation. These series next weelt. concluded that only economic sanctiona can force the indu1tries 
evaluations will be made at a time when Editorial Boa.rd . ~=;~:i!c~::!~~~=a~:O~ and quit using the Escambia River -
several department chairmen will be We intend to take sanctions against all industries; of which there are 
forced to trim faculty members from their S • six locally, dumping into the Escambia River and the bay. To establish 
departments due to .the cost analysis u g g e 8 t I 0 ns our effectiveneBB, we have decided to begin by calling for a boycott of 
results soon forthcoming. Astro Turf, the Monsanto product that depends most heavily on the 
college market. We desperately need your support. There is nothing less 
Rumors abound on the tuition-hike at stake than the bay itself - the bay which is an integral part of our 
issue. At present a cost analysis is In the past two weeks there has been biosphere, i1;1 essential to a balanced environment. 
underway and until it is . completed, no much discussion about the quality of It doesn't take much thought to realize that Escambia Bay is about as 
decision will be made. However, a result wor~hip at .t~e 7:30 p.m. Sunday Mass. important to you as it is to us. By supporting our boycott you not only 
like this is likely: either student services Vanous op1ruons have been expressed: deny revenue to an enemy of the bay, you also. help assert, for once, that 
will be sharply cut back or student service pro and con, conservative and liberal. our waters and our s~ies are not dumps, and that even large industries 
fees will rise percipitously next year. There have been many changes in the• must be held responsible for their wastes. 
Probably some combination will be traditional Catholic form of worship, and • we ask that you put up with natural grass for a good while longer. 
hammered out which will drop the no doubt there are more to come. • we ask that you compell your friends and local industries not to 
Yearbook and a number of other such Several suggestions for · a more buy AstroTurf and other Monsanto products . . 
activities, emphasizing the Health Center . meaningful Sunday evening liturgy at • we very respectfully and urgently request that you obtain, through 
and Psych Services. X · · your s~udent government and alumni associations, a binding, official 
avier seem appropnate. promise not to purchase Astro Turf until Monsanto quits 
One other consideration is crucial: If the commentators would enunciate, dumpingitswastesintoEscambiaRiverandEscambiaBay. 
Football. In all decisions relating to project, and SLOW DOWN when reading • We recommend that before you or your college administration buy 
athletics, we urge that academic viability the scriptural passage, the assembled any ~th.er .sort of arti~cial grass: you determine that manufacturer is 
be the guideline. community would be able to understand not, hke MonsantO, using the enVIromnent for a dump. 
The cost analysis in itself-is good. We what was being said. In short, some kind· Weneedyouractiveresponsetothisappeal,evenifyouhavenoneed 
suspect that it will reveal a· great deal of · of training in public speaking is need....:a at your institution for Astro Turf. Your support is urgently requested. ~ Please send us notification of your administration's promise not to 
bureaucratic misappropriation of funds by the commentators. purchase AstroTurf as soon as it can be obtained. . 
and priorities. · . The "night club" effect could be reduced Sincerely yours, 
Xavier's social life and the lack thereof considerably if the musicians would play Richard Sanfilippo 
will be a crucial issue. We urge careful from the back of chapel. This would President 
study of Intervisitation. At present it reduce, if not eliminate, the distraction Responsible Env. Act. Program 
seems to offer considerable promise. they offer to what is happening at the P.O. Box 294 
Drug abuse is another facet of Xavier's alta~. Thus t~ey ~ould offer ~ore of a Gonzalez, Fla. 32560 
social environment. Education and clear, service to the liturgical celebra.tion than a EDlroR-IN.CHIEF •.........•••.....•....•.••••..• :·:; .. D. Gal')' Reed 
Pert1 rm fi th t MANAGING EDlroR . '• consistent policies are needed and needed 0 ance or e congrega ion. IPEATUii EDITo~: · · :..· • · · · · · · · · · · ···.····Paul!'·-~. 
now in this area. The choice of songs based on scripture · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · P..., A. GIUlln 
Other innovations are also needed to w;: ~~ .~ed';fe Jhe f"night cb~b". ::=.~To~a·::::·::::::::::::::::::::::::&~e!::: 
improve campus social life - Dean e. ·. u 00 0 ~p q~al1ty CONTRIBUTING EDl'l'ORS · ....•......••........ Gniol'Y 1 Boehm, 
Shearer's liberation of the University liturgical hymns has been wntten in the PRODUCTION MANAGER . . ·. - •·. • . . .. . ·.Phil~~~:" 
Center is one such innovation, and we last five years~ It would seem that ~ese ASST PRO .. • • ............ • ........ St.tw ~ n 
applaud it. . hymns would tend to create the desired · EDrrO~~~o~'i1:iE"a' • · .· · · · • '. • ::·.; .•..•• .Jam11 Gnmwalcl 
. . . . . . atmosphere rather than some of the "top- CIRCULATION MANA · · · • · '.' · • · · • • • • • • • · • • Plld Kluhau Uruyers1~y pobcy-making is a function 10,"· or "pop" songs that have been REP<>RTERS GER ..................... , ..... GlllOl1 Keer 
of uruvers1ty governance - and some selected · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·; · · · · · Mike~ Bob Helslnpr, 
tough second looks are in order here. The · John Blancbud, Eric Wata, Al Jacobe, 
selection of a new provost is well The Sunday evening liturgy is a good· John ::yne, Jim Lynch,. Mary::;: 
Underway and We applaud the care beina thing as is evidenced by the numbers in MODERATOR ... ~ ..... ."..... ane Bieliauku,·~hn ,,..__._ a tte d B ' uld be be BUSINESS . . .. '.' .. '.' '' ... ''.'. ·' '' · ·' · u.,. uwa 
taken by the committee. However, a n ance. uht co tter. BUSINESS MANAGER.·········!· .. ·· .. ·· .. ·········:·· J~ Je«re 
_ RCH ADVISOR····· · · ....................... Vmcent Co1tallo 
.......... 
. - -- ........ --- .... ------- ...... --- ...... - ................. - -·- ... -.. ·---~ ····~---~----··· ................... -............................ ·. 
- ...... - ..... - .... - .. - ............ - .... - - ....... - • - .. - - ..... ··::. ·- - .I 
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(Continued from page 2) 
Nice Going, 'Men'! 
Editor: 
I note with. interest that the column by Gregory X. Boehm in the Octo~r .28th issue of the News had neither a misplaced nor misspelled 
word m its whole lenJeth! 
What a gaggle of giggling male (and female) staff mem~r~ must 
have proofread that one! 
Nice going, "men" - or should I say kids? 
I am, 
Mrs. Joseph A. Walsh 
Editor's note: The point is 'well-taken, but the fact is - the Xavier 
N~ws does not have "proofs" and we cannot "proofread" our copy. For 
this we rely solely on tlJ:e perspicacity of our printer. The credit is all his. 
Congratulations! 
Editor: 
May I extend my heartfelt congratulations to Jim Gargaro, Rick 
Gedman, Rick Stevens, Tom Kusen, and Dave Kihm for the smash-
ing success of the Chicago concert last Saturday evening in the 
Fieldhouse. · 
Certainly, their hard work and careful planning were largely 
responsible for the overflow, sell-out crowd. I cannot recall, in 
Xavier's recent history, a more exciting and enjoyable social even· 
ing here on the Parkway. The Chicago concert, I am sure, helped 
to lift spirits immeasurably and reduced, hopefully, some of the 
student tension that has 'been 'ln~unting during the put several 
weeks. · · · ·. 
· Best wishes for much success in sponsoring future social events 
on the Xavier campus. 
LIBERATE· 
Sincerely youn, 
Patrick J. Nally 
Free form "Wet Look" vinyl bag 
b chairs are the most revolutionary thing in furniture design in 2000 years! This far out chair adapts to the shape of your body-whatever shape it's· in. Really hip student size chair makes a 
. cozy recliner for 2 people tool Can also 
be used as a king-size pillow or a soft-
ball for jolly green giants. It's stuffed 
with pounds of virgin poly styrene. And 
it's portable too. 
You can have this plump bag of 
squishiness in Beautiful, Black, Flame 
Red qr Sunny Yellow .. ; \,'';r'.';~ ... :,; 
~ Bes(pf. all, it won'~ 't~ke aJI 'your 
bread, ju~,t a paltry thirty-six bucks 
. (freight pr~p11id). It'll probably adapt to 
your pocketbook. If not, just lay this 
-
9 ~ ad on your old man before national 
S. Claus Day. Allow a couple of weeks_ 
for delivery. 
r---~---~------~-------------1 I Mail to: BAGLAND I I 1970 Valley View Rd. f 
I Northbrook, Ill. 60062 I 
I I I Name I 
1 Address I I City · State Zip-- I 
-----------------------------· 
;PART TIME JOBS 
3 TO 11 SHIFT 
Work Any Two Evenings 
Plus Saturday Day· Shift 
$76 per week Salary 
Call 621-4924 
Student Director 
Commuters Play 
·Musical 'Chairs' 
chairman, effective until the first for the nine Commuter seats. 
Ric Myers has been elected 
council meeting after the December 
Student Government elections. 
In other commuter news, Greg 
Keer. has taken over the council 
seat vacated by G!JrY Reed. Keef 
had placed tenth in the bal19ting 
Commuter Council i'i' presently 
seeking commuter students 
interested in running for 
University Senate and Student 
Senate seats. 
acting Commuter Council 
_,~, 
~,r,jF :,1 
'"Coca-Col•~:~ .. Cc*e" •• retlltered lrldHnlfkl whk:l'I idenlify lhe aame product of The Coca-Colll Compeny., • ·. 
'liotti~-'Under· a~tiiorlty of The Coca.C~la C~mpany by: 1-- .. - . 
\The Coca.Cola Bottlinir Works Company, Cincinnati ~', 
"·- - ...... , .. - . . . . ····-- .. ~.. .. . . . .. \ . .. . 
STOP 
AT XAVIER UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
AND SAVE 
Boois and Paperbadi Sale. 
30 Off on sale Paperbacis. Books as priced. 
VARIETY OF TITLES AND SUBJECTS! 
Pageantry of Sport 
Or I'll Dress You in Mourning 
Color: Form and Composition 
Everyday Cook Book 
How to Develop a._Million D..~llar Personality 
Special Art Series lnclud.ing Titian• .Soutine, 
Rubens, WatteauJ,Renoir. Rembrandt. Goya, 
Gauguin, Kandinsky; Chin.,~e Art. Mexican 
Art. Jade: Treasure of the Gods, etc. 
The Color Library of Art 
Save Money 8t Grow Rich 
Holzer: Predictions: Fact or Fallacy? 
Ebon: Prophecy in Our Time 
On Borrowed Time 
Haven't We Met Before Somewhere 
Secrets of Selling Yourself to People 
How to Talk Your Way to Success 
How to Turn Your Ability Into Cash 
The Power of Words in Your Ufe 
The Adventure of Space Flight 
Mirrors of the Soul 
Wisdom of Thoreau 
AND MANY. MANY MORE 
ON SALE NOW . 
BOOK STORE 
UNIVERSITY CENTER 
I 
I 
c 
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Senate Tackles Drug Abuse 
(Contirlll«l from ptJlle 1) · 
Student government preeident, 
Mark Thiron stated that there may 
be a budget proposed shortly for a 
Drug Awareness Day. 
Following this discussion 
Thiron, re-read a letter which he 
had writen to Fr. Buschmann in 
response to Fr. Buschmann's 
·request that student government 
support the open house of 
November 22. 
' The letter was a strong one 
which stated after consulting a 
Scrooge Plays 
At the Cliff 
The Speech and Drama 
Department of Edgecliff College is 
presenting Mr. Scrooge, a 
Christmas play for children and 
adults, December 46 and 1013. The 
play is a musical adaptation of 
Dickens' A Christmas Carol, 
devised by Richard Morris and Tod 
Wood with music by Dolores 
Claman. 
The cast of college and 
community players is under the 
direction of two Edgecliff seniors. 
Drama major Donna Wilkens, who 
has had a great deal of experience 
in acting and play production at 
the college, is the stage director of 
Mr. Scrooge. The musical director, 
Mary Jo Beresford, has appeared 
in plays and musicals at Edgecliff, 
Xavier, and on the U.C. showboat. 
Several matinees are planned for 
this traditional Cincinnati event. 
Reserved seats are available. 
Tickets for the production are $2.00 
for adults, $1.50 for YF A card 
holders, and $1.00 for children. For 
information call: Edgecliff Box 
office: 2812533. 
1 consensus of the Senators, they felt 
'. that they could not participate in 
'the Open House. The letter 
presented the argument that 
Xavier was deficient both 
academically and socially and the 
members of the Senate would not 
"babysit" for high school students 
on that day. 
Then Thiron read a letter of reply 
from Mr. Shearer. The letter in 
general stated that the Senate felt 
that way they never would have 
stayed at Xavier. Mr. Shearer also 
added by way of commenting that 
although the Senate may be 
disappointed after their first 
semester, he didn't feel it necessary 
to respond in that way. 
Student Gov't vice-president, 
John Coyne replied that the letter 
intended fu -be sometliing more . 
than defensive. The letter which 
was distributed around the Jesuit 
community was said to have deeply 
vexed some of its members. 
Before adjourning President 
Mark Thiron stressed the point of 
the Student Senate must 
communicate more with the 
student body. He pointed out the 
fact that Fr. Nieporte had referred 
to the Senate as a small radical 
bunch which in no way represented 
the student boday as a whole. He 
asked that the Senate try as hard 
as they can to communicate with 
students, make them more aware of 
what the Senate is doing, and 
thereby gaining their support. 
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ll'EAKHOUSE 
"'**MINU*** Specl•I Cut Cllar·lrolltd 
• Sirloin Steak 
• Idaho Baked Potato 
c•era Crl111 G•rdtn 
• Salad Bowl :r:','r. 
Drt1tl•t 
==~ loll '179 
MONFORT HEl$HTI 
,,..,,, c .. w11t .... 
IOSELAWN 1• •tH1 ..... 
CHlllY GIOYI 
1161 llttcl1111tllt A"· 
WOODLAWN 
IDIM S1ri-.Rt.. , .. , 
Announcement FORUM CLUB • APARTMENTS 
•Student lea•'• (3·_8·9-:Montha) The Philosophy Club will hold ite second meeting this 
Sunday, December 6th, 7:30 
p.m., in the Hearth Room. An 
analysis of Ayn Rand's doctrine · 
of egoism will be presented 
and followed by discuBSion. 
All interested are urged to 
attend; for further information, 
please contact Charles Grau, 
931-6265. 
• Located 10 Minut• from Xavier Univ. 
• 1-2 Bedroom Apartment• 
• Furniahed • Unfurniahed 
• Fim Half Month's Rent Free 
717 Dixmyth Avenue-Open 1011.m.-7 p.m.· 
Saturday 9a.m.-6:30p.m.-Sunday.12-4 
Call: 662-7777 (After 7 p.m. 861-4630) 
. ~ - !!_<;'ISTERED k _ ~P-SB. 9'19 
DIAMOND RINGS 
STUDENT CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED 
ZeffS 
7!>0 SWIFTO'i! SHOf'f'INO co.in R. CINCllrillil.1' Tl, OHIO 
1JI l•OO 
112 MADISON AVENUE, COVINGTON, ltf.lllTUCK'f' 
11MHt 
lfH AHO MONMOUTH, NEM"QllT, 'llNTUCK'I' 
11t•ttJ 
UllA.tl DISCOUflUS o:'All Mf.llCHANOISE fOA AU 
ll.&Vlf.R STUOlNTS ANO fACUUY MEMIEMS 
Rin11 rnlarpd to show detaH. Trade·Marll Rr• 
For the one 
who has everything 
Make that special person es-
pecially happ·y this Christmas 
with a Keepsake, the world's 
\ most wanted diamond ring. 
ilt Keepsake's beauty .and 
r brilliance, qua Ii ty and 
styling make it the truly 
perfect gift. Come in and 
choose from our fine 
Keepsake selection . . . 
many styles just arrived. 
LAVIER 1!100 
ALSO 12!10 TO 5000 
MIAMI 1800 
ALSO TO 2!100 
TRIPOLI 1325 
WEDDING RING 62.!IO 
PERF£C:TO 1200 
ALSO TO 2100 
JUDD 13.00 
W£DDING RING 1!10 
CALYPSO 117!1 
WEDDING RING !10 
01970 THE HUDEPDHL BREWING COMPANY OF CINCINNATI, OHIO 
From the golden·gmin 'neath the generous sun comes the pure grain beer 
the most enjoyable 
taste in beer. today 
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~· Faculty Column•••••••••••••• Lawrence Donnelly··~ 
: . .. 
: Some Re~lections on Quality Education •: 
. . ~ 
, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• :! 
In our current review of our Another set of attitudes which crucial component of a student's 
institutional selfunage, I hope that merits review deals with student development through the I 
we do not pass lightly over ans interest. Among staff members, it classroom. By assumption, the : 
aspect of quality education. It is my is extremely easy and comfortable staff member possesses the ; 
conviction that the failure to to assume that all registrants be competence and knowledge; he• 
consider this fonn of quality treated as if they posses inherent enjoys his subject matter; he has I 
(discussed below) has contributed interest in the subject matter. But, become convinced of the 1 
no mean impact to the current is this realistic? If four of every five educational value of his course. His 
campus unrest in the U.S. chairs in my class are occupied role, then, prompts him to share his 
However, this essay is not proposed because "Huinan Resouces is enjoyment, to provide insights and ' 
as a consultative service for HEW required for the BSBA degree," I appreciations, to unfold the values l 
but as a reflection for am writing off most students by and significance of the material. To : 
undergraduate programs of a one assuming their interest. Equally achieve discussion customarily 
institution-Xavier University on well do I write them off if I assume alleged to characterize university· 
the Parkway. that register because they learning, a common ground 
recognize how Human Resources between student and staff member 
A . quality education need not "contributes to their development." must be established. Because the 
restnct the goals of under.gradu~te Additionally, I write them off if I staff member approaches the 
progra~s to an mtenstve assume they understand the course as the endowed, a part of his 
educat~onal development of ~he · technical jargon and tools or function involves retranslating the 
truly g1~ted fe~ or. to students with methods of my trade. jargon, methodology, and meaning 
clear hfe obJecttves. Rather, a . . of his discipline into an intelligible 
quality program can be offered for Really, the desire to provtde a "d' Cl . . fill" 
. the masses of the student quality program for sixable : IO~. g a~stt~e h ts a Ip to 
. numbers encourages the staff earnm an no a arness. 
·-=--...-. .,.__.._. 
Wish you were here. 
UJasserrnan 
&0!5 race st:raat 
,_ •.. 
· .jewelers for one generation. Yours. 
:iii---=:;~ populatton-fo; those p~ople wh~se member to become an iteg;al and (Continued on page 7) formal education culmmates with -- ,_ ___________ ._____ ._ ________ _ 
the baccalaureate commencement ;.,., .. , .......... ,., · ............................. ,.... . . .,, .... , ... , ,., ..................................................................... ., . ., ................. . 
exercises. The quality desired 
dictates that each discipline 
contributes to the students 
development in a way which is,:. 
technically sound (according to the . 
discipline). Obviously; staff 
members meet the standards of 
technical competence within the 
discipline. The program, as a 
whole, is designed to challenge, to 
stimulate to aid the student in his 
development. This development, to 
be sure, occurs among human 
intellectual abilities; it is also to be 
found among human sensitivities 
and appreciations. Such a program 
is interested in equipping the 
"average" student, as well as· the 
gifted students, with inseparable 
garbs of human development 
whiCli' will help the student to 
survive, to grow as a human being 
after his exit from the protected 
academic climate. 
Is this realistic? I suggest it is. 
My own judgment (not based on 
scientific induction, but fashioned 
from student discussions) is that 
very few students arrive at and 
graduate from Xavier with the 
same life plan. Rather, an 
apparently high percentage hold ill 
defined, vague objectives upon 
entry. Mr. Helmcamp and his peers 
elsewhere seem to contribute 
signigicantly in the actual choice 
of career upon graduation. (I 
assume as . obvious that one's 
career is a critical component in the 
unfolding of a peron's life 
objectives). In addition, a high 
percentage of students select a 
major because of some . personal 
interest other than preparation for 
a career (profession, if you with). 
Finally, the state of the U.S. 
economy has enabled college 
education for far more people than 
even my parents would have 
judged possible when I was their 
age. Qaulity education cannot 
ignore such characteristics among 
the student body. 
To achieve the goal of quality 
education, some attitudes towards 
an undergraduate program should 
be rethought and perhaps, 
modified. For instance, in core 
requirements, required courses can 
be expected to stand the test: how 
do they contribute to the personal 
development of students. 't is 
insufficient to contend that 
generati<;ms of' college students 
have taken these courses, or that 
numerous majors went on to 
graduate school. The university 
and departments offering required 
core courses are also held 
accountable ·for how well they 
currently serve to develop the 
masses of the students as well as, 
how well they prepare their 
graduates for competition in Ph. 
D., M.D., J .D. or any advanced· 
program. .~: ................. ·~··· ......... . 
Trust love. 
~ 
From one.bee'i lover to another. 
THE STROH BREWERY COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48226 .. 
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: Death of a Disease ! 
: . 
·····················~·············································· As the white youth struggles 
with white adults over the 
legalization of drugs and 
marijuana, people are being 
crushed by the hypocristy between 
Christian norality and Christian 
reality, reality which not only 
condoned but actually supported 
the things which it morally 
condemned. Examples were 
slavery, communism, racial and 
religious segregation, murder, and 
gambling. Another of the 
supported sins is drug use. 
Among the contemporary issues 
at hand, drug use in the country is 
constantly emphasized. The great 
Christians run down the 
disadvantages and sinfulness of 
drug usage and even go so far as to 
legislate Jaws to "eliminate" the 
problem, (and yet, there has been 
no significant control over drug 
traffic within the U.S.). The Drug 
problem was once held to be a 
problem in the Black, Puerto-
Rican, and Italian "ghettoes." The 
drug problem, like any other 
aspects of life and de-emphasizes 
the means necessary to obtain the 
material things. Legitimate effort 
is limited by the fact that actual 
advance toward desired success-
symbols through normal channels 
is, despite our supposedly open 
class ideology, indeed uncommon 
and difficult for those hampered by 
little formal education and few 
economic resources. Some are so 
frustrated by the inconstistency of 
the system that they seek the relief 
offered by an "outsider." The 
outsider is the system of Black 
Market drug handlers who flood 
the ghettoes with drugs that keep 
.the people disorganized and 
dependent. ' 
In the constant struggle for 
freedom and self-determination, 
people of all types of ghettoes are 
se!lking to rid themselves of the 
many aspects of systems which 
hope to make a clear profit by 
exploitation of ghetto needs. By 
controlling the minds of a people, a 
system controls the actions of that 
people. This mind control was not 
solely due to drugs or religion, but 
also to the values and goals set in 
the education system and the mass 
media (controlled by "outsiders"). 
While the drug issue is one of 
pleasure versus sin in one world, it 
is an issue of survival in another 
world-a survival that may call for 
radical change in priorities for all 
the systems inside and outside the 
ghetto. 
The poetic pusher will no longer . 
control the lives of so many people 
just by uttering a few words: 
"Come hither young sir and let me 
open your mind ... and the world 
will be truly thine." 
AES Provides Opportunities 
For Overseas Student Jobs 
problem in the ghettoes, should be Job opportunities in Europe this Every year, the program has 
dealt with by members of the summer .. ·. Work this summer in been expanded to include many 
"control class." First, there would the forests. of Germany, on more students and jobs. Already, 
be more policemen in the area to construction in Austria, on farms many students have made 
!°ake more arrests (in the "public" in Germany, Sweden and application for next summer jobs. 
m~r~st ?f course); sec?n~ly, .Denmark, on road construction in American-European Student 
m1ss10nane~.~o~ld set u.~ ~mss10.ns. Norway, in iridustries in France Service (on a non-profitable basis) 
to lead the p1t1ed ones .m praise ·and Germany, in hotels in. isofferingthesejobstostudentsfor 
of the lord . for s~lvation; and Switzerland. Germany, Scandinavia, England, 
finally, com~1ttei;s will be set up to Austria, Switzerland, France, 
study the. situation and get the There are these jobs available as Italy, and Spain. The jobs consist 
facts. well as jobs in Ireland, England, of forestry work, child care work 
France, Italy and Holland are open A middle-class Christian (females only), farm work, hotel by the consent of the governments 
community reads or hears that the of these countries to American work (limited number available),. 
degenerative life-styles of .the university students coming to construction work, and some other 
ghettoes lead to drug use. The more qualified jobs requiring more Europe the next summer. 
concerned citizen':! pressure the speciaU~ed training. 
ff. · 1 d 1 For several y
0
ears students made government o 1c1a s . an aw The purpose of this program is to 
enforcement officers to rid the land their way across the Atlantic afford the student an opportunity 
of the diseased plight that seeks to through A.E.S.-Service to take part to get into real living contact with 
destroy the wonde_rful country. in the actual life of the people of the people and customs of Europe. 
A d h I b these countries. · · : n t e c ean-up egms. In this way, a concrete effort can be 
The first day of decontamination made. to learn something of the 
yields eight prostitutes trying to New Hours culture of Europe. In return for his 
support habits of $80 a day on the or her- work, the student will receive 
average. The second day Beginning Monday, his or her room and board, plus a 
contributes ·a junkie who knocked November .30, the facilities of wage. However, student should 
over a small store to get enough the University Center will keep in mind that they will be 
cash for his next fix. The catch for remain open until 2:00 '1.m. for working on the European economy 
the third day consists of three the convenience and use of and wages will naturally be scaled 
young men discovered sniffin' glue students. After ll:OO p.m., the accordingly. The working 
behind a garage and a young pimp Terrace Room will be used for. condition11 (hours, safety, 
still floating from a hit of "coke." individual silent study. regulations, legal protection, work 
On the fourth and fifth days it Meeting rooms may be used by permits) will be s~_ctl~ controlled 
rained. The detail of the sixth day students without prior by the labor mimstries of the 
gathered two O.D.'s for the men at reservation on a first-come, countries involved. 
the morgue. And the seventh day first-serve basis. The Games Write for further information and 
was one of the rejoicement for the Room will be open during the application forms to: American-
wonderful job done of "solving" the same time, though the Grill European Student-Service, Box 
problem. will not be open unless a need 34733, FL 9490 Vaduz, 
Phase two: The same Christian is demonstrated. Liechtenstein (Europe). ' 
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"The funniest movie I've seen this 
year! Just go, run to see it!"-NewYorkPost 
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SHOWING 
7:20·- 9:3~ LATE SHOW SAT. 1'1:40 
community that sent forth the 
forces of law and order embark 
upon a project that would bring the 
gospel of the Lord to the poor 
pagans of the ghettoes. Missions 
are set up to make the unfortunate 
ones sing and pray aloud in order · 
to save their souls and receive food 
for their bodies. Of course, it's the 
"White Man's Burden" to feed the 
"almost human" beings. The 
missionaries can tolerate the trials 
of their exile because they act in 
the name of god, goodness, and 
America. They reserve the right to 
condemn any addict or woman of 
the street. it is also in their power 
and the type of life style more apt. 
to win favor in god's eyes. 
BreWedWithPure 
Artesian SprinlJWater 
As the mission firmly establishes 
itself in the "diseased" community, 
more concerned leaders form 
committees to get to the grass root& 
of the problems. The committees 
spend a day reading journals and 
reports to get informed. To go 
straight to- the source, the 
committee drives through a · 
community in official limosines, 
never stopping to talk with the 
people there. The facts are recorded . 
and used to judge the actions of the 
community. 
The American system is based 
on money and morality, in that 
order. The philosophy of life 
emphasizes the desirable material 
f :·.:· ·:· I. .-~·- .. 
:: 
1~ 
::::::::· 
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We~re On Campus Now-Student Union Bldg. 
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A contemporary philosopher, shows up the student deserves the t th h h · B t d R II ed . '. no e case t at t ere 1s no truth to 
h
er ~dan thutss~ .' hotnce edxprtess bare minimum of receiving an this objection. However it 
t e 1 ea a ng con uc can orderly development. · .1 u fr . never except by some rare pnman Y suuers om the naive accid~nt, be promoted by ignorance . Of co.urse there are many ironies casting of all students as 
or hindered by knowledge." m having a student ~valu.ate his Ever~s~ob. Secondly, just 
Russell, of course, was not the first te~cher. On the negative side, the exammmg o?r own campus, the 
to ever declare the advantage of pomt can be ~ade that as long as teach who ~ always asked to 
knowledge. Certainly he was not teacher~. partially rely. on student lect~re outside class, who is 
the first to deplore the tragedy com~tition as a stimulus for continu~usly sought. for direction 
h. h Its from . learnmg, the students can return and advice, and who 18 forever used w 1c resu ignorance. th ~ I Ph'l h fr Pl to' ti e 1avor. nasmuch as a student as a standard by students ~f:;P ersh om ~ : ti :t will always be expected to compete discussing their teachers, is never 
un ~urs ::as ht th ' ~nfi ' for grades, the teacher should not the so-called "cake man." 
knsuppoled '.an t ug tille n otor remain unstimulated by his own I ow ge, ye we . s seem. technique. n other words, there already 
flounder among 188Ue& which exists, perhaps teneral agreement 
would, for the m08t part, be But the classic objection to this is between dedicated teachers and 
resolved had we earnestly pursued that the student is incapable. students as to who are the best 
the possession of knowledge. Certainly you have heard the one, educators. It is hoped that, by 
This seems well worth our notice ''The average slob who comes to teacher evaluation, all teachers 
while discuSBing . current issues. class is so lazy that it would be an will be made aware of the 
Teachi:r evaluation, for one seems insult to academic integrity to have demanding standards being set in 
to delight many. Is there a need for him judge me, blah, blah, blah. the classroom. For surely some 
it? First of all, teacher evaluation is And of course when he evaluates teachers manage their class as if 
not neceasarily a negative project, teachers, he will only uphold and they were desparately in need of 
it can certainly be process whereby honor the easiest teachers." It is something. 
Doesn't She Really 
Want A Ring From 
Newstedt-Loring Andrews? 
(For men's eyes only: The lowest 
prices in town ... surprising, but 
it's true ... divided payments ... no 
finance charges. Set shown is $300. 
Engagement ring alone, $275.) 
NEWSTEDT 
-v.--
LORING ANDREWS 
the capable and dedicated 
members of the faculty are given 
well-deserved recognition. But will 
this happen? In so far as. the top 
educators are uaed as the 
measuring sticks, teacher 
evaluation can be well worth the 
community's time. But one 'had 
better look again if some teachers 
do not appear to be either capable 
or dedicated. In some cases the I 
teacher's lack of adequate 
presentation is sorely obvious. As 
long as he pays and as long aa he 
Collegiate Diamond Importers 
present 
Faculty Column 
(Continued from Polle· 6) 
Attitudes towards standards 
might merit revisions. Is it possible 
that intellectual puritanism has 
crept into our standards? I have 
heard on several occasions one 
program or course held above 
others because it's more difficult. If 
this is why we preserve any 
program or course I personally 
wish no part of it. To be sure, some 
. programs or courses require more 
effort and time; but if we omit from 
our estimate the benefits to be 
derived the effort and time, we 
seem to come upon a rather bizarre 
·educational philosophy. 
Grades! As a person devoted to 
quality education J. wonder: what is 
wrong with a C? what is so 
incongruous about "average 
performance"? is there no quality 
in an average tilet mignon? An 
~valuation of one's work seems an 
utterly obvious fact oflife-1970, or 
1920, or even the time of Adam and 
Eve. A course grade does not 
substitute for the student's own · 
judgement about how fully he or 
she applied his talents. Instead, it 
provides one critereon for reaching 
this judgment, if the person will be 
honest with himself or herself. Quality education need no more 
disdain the 950 SAT student 
applicant than it would eschew the 
1400 SAT student. The Standards 
(for admissions, for grading, for 
"accepting" majors) are prey to two 
extremes; so low as to convert 
university education into high 
school for post.seniors; so high as to 
cut off the average but interested 
student in favor of the intellectual 
elite. Al! human instruments, 
standards can be plied for 
constructive purposes as well as for 
selfdestructive ventures. 
In this day and. age, murmurs 
and rumors abound. · Xavier 
University has not been spared as 
the object of rumors and murmurs. 
To the degree that there is turth in 
the rumors about elements of our 
"changing institutional image," I 
offer the above views about quality 
education. Just as I hope we do not 
deviate our interest in the gifted, so 
also I hope we don't sell short our 
service to the "plain graduate." 
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at the 
'XAVIER UNIVERSITY 
STUDENT BOOKSTORE 
Wed., Dec. 9 • 9:00 AM-3:00 PM 
The CD/ National Diamond 
Consultant will personally assist 
you in choosing your engagement 
ring and other diamond jewelry. 
He'll help you choose your own loose dia-
mond marquise. round. pearshape. emerald. 
oval or any other popular shape. Then you'll 
select your ind1v1dual mounting to create a 
un1que ..•. d1amond ring that IS truly "yours 
: alone":,.· 
You always save 20% to 40% 
with COi diamonds 
COi imports diamonds directly from the 
world's diamond centers. You avoid unneces-
sary middleman profits. The cost of your dia-
mond does not help pay the plush expenses 
of a 1ewelry store. Every COi diamond 1s fully 
guaranteed. by certificate. Full refund within 
15 days 1f you are not completely satisfied. 
Ask for your FREE copy of "The Romance of 
the Diamond" ... a 32-page booklet about the 
history. romance. and crafting of diamonds: 
1t includes tips on how to choose and care for 
your diamond. 
bonus offer 
When you purchase any COi engagement 
ring, you'll receive your choice of a set of 
complimentary matching gold wedding 
bands. Value up to $125! 
ij Diamond Jewelr~ 
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EXPERIENCED. MUSKIES BACK 
by Tl_M TEAHAN. 
Xavier University's 1970-71 
Basketball Squad was unveiled 
last Tuesday night as the Blue 
team played the White team in the 
Intra-Squad Scrimmage. 
The Blue team handily defeated 
the Whites, in a 77-63 decision 
before approximately 250 people. 
Bright spots in the contest 
were junior Jerry Helmers, 
who led all scorers with a 23 
point effort, including a 11 for 
14 performance at the foul line. 
Sophomore Paul Matsen also 
reached double figures, netting 13 
points, as did junior Jay Eck, with 
16 points. Helmers was scoring 
leader for the Blue, while Eck took 
the honors for the White team. 
·The freshman, who played on the 
Blue team, were led by high school 
All-American Roy Thompson's 8 
points and Tom Skaleski's 6 points. 
The Blue team's performance 
was characterized by torrid 
shooting, tight defense, and ball 
control, especially by freshman 
guard Scotty Franklin. 
Things to look for this year in 
Xavier's Basketball team is an 
agressive, quick moving 
offense, with a lot of passing, 
and a tight defense. 
size from the fro~h." 
Only four of the starting 
positions are filled up. Jerry 
Helmers and Tom Binegar will 
be at the wings. Doug Alt will 
be at the point, with Bob 
Fullarton at the high post. 
Th~ low post position is a real 
dogfight. Rusty Blossom, a junior, 
has experience, while sophomore, 
Conny Warren is a· "good leaper 
who can score," according to 
Krajack. Terry Sillies, a senior, is 
also doing a good job. 
Helmers was recently named 
captain by a vote of the coaches. 
Krajack said, "He was most 
deserving. He worked hard for 
recognition and there is not a man 
on the squad who doesn't think he 
deserves it." 
Helmers, Binegar and Alt, 
the three veterans make up the 
core of the varsity squad. 
Krajack said, "Playing as a 
sophomore is difficult but they 
all did an exceptional job and 
they show capabilities of 
performing better. I expect 
them to lead us again." 
Concerning the exhibition game 
he said, "We just wanted them to 
play before and a crowd to break 
the tension." 
"From the standpoint of 
Doug Alt Jer!Y Helmers Tom Binegar 
High-Scoring Juniors Aim Toward·s 
Improvement in Upcoming Season 
The only thing that could cause depth, experience, and size this 
Coach George Krajack concern this is the best team I've had at 
season is fouls. The roundballers Xavier," said Krajack. 
committed a total of 38 fouls, by Krajack feels he has a good 
both teams in the scrimmage. schedule this year, "I think its the 
Coach Krajack says that this most favorable schedule we've had by JIM LYNCH Valuable player on the basis of an even better season that the 
a 17.6 scoring average and 8.2 one he had last year. "I think 
year he is "concerned with getting since I've been here. Any way you The 1969-70 Xavier Basketball rebounds a game to lead the ~that the experience I picked up 
improvement. There is no reason cut it, it's,, a big advantage to play team compiled the poorest record (5- Musketeers in both categories. last year will help me a great 
that other teams should be weaker. at home XU plays 16 games at 
· · · 20) in history leaving the 1970-71 He also shot 49.7% from the deal" he said. "We will be We have got experience, and some Schmidt Fieldhouse ' 
· club only way to go-up-and up field and 70.2% at the line. facing many of the same teams 
Kent Loss Ends Year theyshouldgo. OppositeofHelmerswas6'4"-We faced last year,'and we 
Coach George Krajack has a 25· Tom Binegar from Whipple, should be able to handle them 
by BOB HYLE Kent State put the game out of 52 record in three years at Xavier Ohio who averaged 13.3 points better now." 
In their final performance of the reach midway through the third while rebuilding the program, and a game and 6.2 rebounds and Doug Alt is especially looking 
season the Xavier football team period as Nothingham capped a 66 now feels that he has the material shot 46.4% off the field and forward to the new play that Coach 
· ti ll t d ti t Th' t" yard drive. Ken Kenst kicked the in '70-71 to take the Musketeers to a 70.4% at the line. Krajack designed especially for 
once agam e o e ea . 1s 1me 27 h . · · th" th t th M k" · 1 t t th G Id t point. wmnmg season, some mg a Sophmore guard Doug Alt, him. "It's a variation off our 1-371 
Fie h us fieKs tosSt to b e 
0 
enf Xavier finally got good field hasn't been seen on the Xavier the Ohi·o Class A Player of the offense," he said. "The post man 
as es o en a e y a score o •t• · th I t t · Th · · 
34 6 S t d N be 21 pos1 ion 1n e as quar er. e scene m six years. year in 1968, a 6'l" shooter throws a pick for me while I move 
- on a ur ay, ovem r . M k" d 37 d · h 
us ies rove . yar s wit . Xavier went with youth in 69· from Mansfield, Ohio averaged toward the basket. One of the Kent State started right off on 
the second play of the game when 
Don Nothingham, the bruising 
fullback ran for 48 yards and a 
touchdown. 
Geoff Huwer gettmg the rinal 70, starting three sophomores 11.2 points a game and shot forwards then tries to hit me with a 
four ~ards, Ed Huber missed all the way, and many times 50.4% from the field and 82.0% passforaneasybucket." 
the kick and the score read going with four first year men from the line. 
The Muskies were having 
problems in the first quarter. 
Besides two pass interceptions 
and a fumble, quarterback Paul 
Smith reinjured his ribs and sat 
out the remainder of the game. 
KeLnt S~ate 27 •XU 6• in the starting line-up. Couple The "bi... three" think that 
ate m the game Bowersox took 'th th t •h l k f b·g '" 28 d f s wi a .. e ac 0 a 1 man, things will be different this 
a . yar . pass rom te~e and it· is easy to see why the 
Brodenck to make the final margm i i . Id 't b year than they were during the 
28 points. v c ories cou n e very last. Binegar noted: "With a 
The loss marked the second frequent. few upsets, I ·think we can 
sL1·aight 1-9 season for Xavier The sophmores turned in fine reverse our record; that is, go 
and ends a disappointing showings. Jerry Helmers, from 2lJ-5." . 
season for rookie coach Dick Hamilton, Ohio, a 6'4" "One of the main reasons I feel 
The game got out of control in the s 1 'o ward w n th M st 
. K e cer. • r • 0 e 0 this way," Tom continued, "is that 
th31rd qdua;terhwhen eQnt marbchekd D 0 • • • Ab F . h I know we'll be able to run more." 4 yar s ior t e s~o~e. ual'ter a~ Oerger pttmtSllC OU( rOS • We're putting a lot of the board 
Larry Hayes ran 1t m from the S!X ' d t' B b (F ll to ) Th· 
ya.rd line 0 n the i4th play of t~eThompson Has Top Star Qualities w:~:sth:~orw°ards :n:~:rds wi;~ 
dnve. Ted Bowerson kicked his b bl to t te 
second extra point to make it 14-0. by TIM GRUBEl_i forward is Tilt· Willis, 6'2", 195 ett?- eth b clolndcen rtah mortr~, on 
0 .. filled th ffi f d fr ·rub te p 1 ge mg ea own ecou. The half ended when Hayes pt1m1sm e o ce. o pou':1 er . om c .es r, ennsy. 
·NOTICE 
The Veterans Administration 
will have a representative on 
campus on Wednesday, De-
cember 2, 1970 in Room 114 
' Alter Hall, fiom 9:00 a.m. -
5:00 p.m. except for the noon 
hour. Veterans who are having 
a problem in receiving pay-
ment should see the VA repre-
sentative. Any veteran unable 
to be present should contact 
Mr. James Kelly, Direct.or of 
Veterans Educational Benefits 
(853-3301). 
recovered a fumble in the end Coach Gerry Doerger as he awmted vama, ahas the Jumper. Coach Jerry Helmers hopes to have 
zonefora20-0lead . the opening.game of the Freshman Doerger said, "I've never seen any Ed n:les Returns to c:nc:nn· at: 
• basketball season against Pepsi of 6'2" kid jump that high." Besides " " " " 
Tie Pins Win Kentucky(A.A.U.)lastnight. With hisjumpingability,"Tilthasafine Surpr:sed at Musk:e Problems 
better than average recruits this shot and up to this point is the most " " I ntramurals year, the twenty-game schedule improved." by BOB H.YLE 
doesn't seem so long. Th fif h ta . He feels· that Coach Dick 
Monday, November 23, 1970, the . . . . e t. · s rter is . a tossup. . . Selcer, who was .an assistant 
Intramural Flag Football Cham- X H~a~mg the l h;t of ~~cr~1t~ is Th~~ candidates are vying for the Two years ago the Xavi~r coach here under Biles, can 
pionship Games were played at av1er s. m?-~e ro~ ar es n, pos1t1on: Drew C_alhous, .6'1"' 155 f~tball team, coached by Eddie bring the Muskies back to their 
2.30 for "A" division and 3.45 for West Virgm1a, Roy Thompson. pounds from Philadelphia, Penn- B~les_ had a 6-3·1 record, _the last winning ways. ''They have to "'AA"divisionatXavier'sst~dium, Roy, a 6'4", 180 pound All- sylvania; Kevin Gladstone, 6'2", wmnmgteamfortheMusk1es. doagoodjobofrecruitingthis 
with the winners of the Rams American, has the tools to become 160 pounds from Cleveland, Ohio; Since then Xavier has moved year, but they have a fine staff 
Conference, the "Seals" playing a supersfar. Rudy McClinnon, 6'3"; 190 pounds down to 1-9 records in 1969 and '70, and a fine coach." 
the winners of the Raiders When asked if Thompson from Cincinnati, Ohio. while Biles has moved up to the job 
Conference, the "Tie Pins." The would attain the potential that This 1970-71 season marks of assistant coach of the New 
"Tie Pins" leading throughout: the the coaching staff thought he Coach Doerger's first venture Orleans Saints who were in town to 
game finally won 22-6. would, Coach Doerger into college coaching. The play the Bengals last Sunday. 
In the second game of the preducted, "I feel that Roy will, transition from a varsity high "When I left, I felt it would 
afternoon, the winners of the ~e~~use he posse~s~s the two school coach to a freshman have been a good year. Three 
Lions Conference, the "Good" mitaal chara~t~ristics of a coach and· recruiter in college offensive positions had to be 
played the "N.B.A.'s" winners bal~play~~· ability and a good will be a great challenge and replaced. Denny Barhurst, BiU 
in the Chiefs Conference. The attitude. will require a few adjustments. Waller and John Shinners 
"Good" also led throughout the Filling in the other guard spot is He said, "My ultimate goal is to would be gone but I thou1ht 
game winning 14-6. their "heady guard" • and play become a head coach someday." that we had replacements for 
Future Intramural acitivities will maker, a 6'2" 165 pounder from Coach Doerger and Coach them. 
be the formation of 3-Man Pittsbu.rgh, i:ennsyl.vania, Scotty Watson both expressed a hope that "There were injuries to people, 
basketball leagues, girls' volleyball Fr?-':1kbn. H~s , ~uic.kness and the student body could eat a little some didn't retum and people don't 
leagues, and a faculty free throw .agihty belie his 6 2 ·height. early and be in Schmidt Memorial do it academically; there' a nothing, 
shooting contest. For more Tom Skalesky, 6'8", 210 pounder Fieldhouse in representative you can do about it. I thought it 
information, inquire in the from Green Bay, Wisconsin, will numbers at 6 p.m. on game nights. should have ·been an adequate 
Intramural Office. hold down the post position. At The Frosh need a little support, too. team," said Biles. 
Biles enjoys · his job with the 
pro's, "You're dealing with the top 
ex-college players. They are better 
athletes and more mature." About 
leaving the college ranks the 
former Muskie coach said, "I don't 
miss recruiting and worrying about 
academics." 
Wh~n Biles joined the Saints he 
was reunited with two former 
Xavier stare, John Shinners and 
Dan Abramowicz. Shinners ia 
finally getting a chance to play 
after two injuries. Biles thinks he 
will be an outstanding . guard. 
Abramowicz, according tO hie 
coach, ia "all)pro material." 
